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Conclusion - To Reaffirm the Rights to Live　

The Misconducts on “the CPI for Livelihood Assistance” and Inspection 

Discussion  - The Association against Structural Dissociation　

There are 3 faults those make “the CPI(Consumer Price Index) for livelihood assistance” doubtful.
 Based on the “deflation ” of this original index by the MHLW in Jan. 2013, they decided to lower the livelihood assistance standard.

Year Legistlative Administrative Judicial Media

2007 The Democratic Party of Japan cabinet started Revision to the livelihood assistance standard
 (same as the before)

A man dead from starvation
 because his public assistance was cut

2011 (The Great East Japan Earthquake)

2012

Legitation about comprehensive reform
 of tax and social security
The Liveral Democratic Party of Japan cabinet
 started with the Prime Minister Shinzo Abe

Revision to the livelihood assistance standard
A large affair about a comedian
whose mother was on public assistance
 (she doesn't depend on her child)

2013 Revision to The Public Assistance Act
"The CPI for livlihood assitance" appealed
MHLW lowered the livelihood assistance
standard

A journalist in a major newspaper
 began to write about injustice
 about "The CPI for livelihood assistance" by MHLW

2014
The opposition diet members exposed
  the details of "The CPI for livelihood assistance"
  in the Diet discussion

The sub-committee about the standard
 started to discuss
 about housing assistance and heating cost

Constitutional litigation
 about the livelihood assistance standard started
 by the recepients

Some of major TVs started to report oftenly
 about poverty (especially for children and youth)

2015 MHLW lowered the housing assistance
 and assistance for heating

MHLW agreed the manipulation as discretion
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A Stable structure which enforces stigma and discrimination to the public assistance recipients.

The recipients’ protests, including constitutional legislations, 

 enforce the stigma and the discrimination more strongly

  because to protest against authority is considered as an evil.

-Social background 

Transparency and usability about facts and evidences: not valued in Japanese society.

                                             about statistic date:            the valued a few

                                             about statistic method:  not yet

-Educational background

 Statistic methods are not understood enough because people in STEM and the other people are separated during secondary education.

-Loose affiliation among people on public assistance, experts, politicians and journalists are unclosing misconducts by the government.

-But there is no system to suppress misconduct by the government.

                                      to suppress the government not to take a part of expert knowledge to their advantage

                                      to question the government’ s responsibility

-It is important to study the relationship and power balance in these actors in political process to determine the public assistance standard that will 

cause economic effect.
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